This paper studies a problem of maximizing the sum of traces of matrix quadratic forms on a product of Stiefel manifolds. This orthogonal trace-sum maximization (OTSM) problem generalizes many interesting problems such as generalized canonical correlation analysis (CCA), Procrustes analysis, and cryo-electron microscopy of the Nobel prize fame. For these applications finding global solutions is highly desirable but has been out of reach for a long time. For example, generalizations of CCA do not possess obvious global solutions unlike their classical counterpart to which a global solution is readily obtained through singular value decomposition; it is also not clear how to test global optimality. We provide a simple method to certify global optimality of a given local solution. This method only requires testing the sign of the smallest eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix, and does not rely on a particular algorithm as long as it converges to a stationary point. Our certificate result relies on a semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation of OTSM, but avoids solving an SDP of lifted dimensions. Surprisingly, a popular algorithm for generalized CCA and Procrustes analysis may generate oscillating iterates. We propose a simple modification of this standard algorithm and prove that it reliably converges. Our notion of convergence is stronger than conventional objective value convergence or subsequence convergence. The convergence result utilizes the Kurdyka-Lojasiewicz property of the problem.
Introduction

Orthogonal trace-sum maximization
Given S ij = S T ji ∈ R d i ×d j for i, j = 1, . . . , m (i = j), and r ≤ min i=1,...,m d i , we are interested in solving the following optimization problem:
where O d,r = {O ∈ R d×r : O T O = I r } is the Stiefel manifold of (partially) orthogonal matrices (Boothby, 1986) ; I r denotes the identity matrix of order r. In the sequel, we call (OTSM) the orthogonal trace-sum maximization problem. The orthogonal trace-sum maximization problem arises in many interesting settings:
Canonical correlation analysis Canonical correlation analysis (CCA, Hotelling, 1936) seeks directions maximizing the correlation between two sets of n observations of variables of possibly different dimensions, A 1 ∈ R n×d 1 and A 2 ∈ R n×d 2 :
maximize corr(A 1 t 1 , A 2 t 2 ) subject to t i = 1, i = 1, 2, where corr(·, ·) denotes the Pearson correlation coefficient between two sample vectors. Generalizations of CCA (i) handle more than two sets of variables A 1 , . . . , A m (m ≥ 2), and (ii) seek partial rotation matrices (as opposed to vectors) of A i 's to achieve maximal agreement. The popular MAXDIFF criterion (Van de Geer, 1984; Ten Berge, 1988; Hanafi and Kiers, 2006) . . , S mm ∈ R d×d such that the symmetric md × md block matrix S = (S ij ) m i,j=1 (denoted by S ∈ S md ) is positive semidefinite (denoted by S 0), then (OTSM) reduces to the little Grothendieck problem over the orthogonal group (Bandeira et al., 2016) , which arises in generalized Procrustes analysis (Gower, 1975; Ten Berge, 1977; Goodall, 1991) . Given a collection of n landmarks A i ∈ R n×d of d-dimensional images, i = 1, . . . , m, the goal is to find orthogonal matrices that minimize the pairwise discrepancy 0. When m = 2, problem (1) reduces to ordinary (partial) Procrustes analysis (Dryden and Mardia, 2016, Chapter 7) .
Cryo-EM and orthogonal least squares Another instance of (OTSM) involving fully orthogonal matrices is the least squares regression problem minimizing This problem has a direct application in single-particle reconstruction with cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) celebrated by the 2017 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. To see the connection of problem (2) to (OTSM), let A K+1 = Y . Then, problem (2) is equivalent to minimizing 1 2
subject to the orthogonality constraints on O 1 , . . . , O K+1 . Any minimizer (Õ 1 , . . . ,Õ K+1 ) of (3) supplies a minimizer (−Õ 1Õ T K+1 , . . . , −Õ KÕ T K+1 ) of (2). This is a special case of (OTSM) with S ij = −A T i A j for i = j. In cryo-EM, each coefficient matrix in the spherical harmonic expansion of the three-dimensional structure of a molecule can be found from two-dimensional projections of the molecule, up to an orthogonal matrix (Kam, 1980) . Retrieval of the orthogonal matrix is posed as the above least squares problem (Bhamre et al., 2015; Zhang and Singer, 2017 ).
Global solutions of orthogonal trace-sum maximization
Each instance of (OTSM) above can be posed as a maximum likelihood estimation problem under an appropriate model. Finding its global solution is highly desirable for correct inference. While it attains a maximum because each O d i ,r is compact and the objective function is continuous in
is a non-convex optimization problem because the constraint set O d 1 ,r × · · · × O dm,r is non-convex. Except for the special case of m = 2 in which an analytic global maximizer can be found using the singular value decomposition (SVD) (Van de Geer, 1984; Goodall, 1991) , we generally have to resort to iterative methods. The non-convexity of the problem makes it difficult to test global optimality of a candidate (local) solution.
To add further difficulties, the global solution to (OTSM) is not unique. If (O 1 , . . . , O m ) is a solution to (OTSM), then for any R ∈ O r,r , (O 1 R, . . . , O m R) is also a solution.
Contributions
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (i) providing a simple certificate that guarantees global optimality of a local solution to (OTSM) (Section 2); (ii) finding a case where a usual algorithm for MAXDIFF or Procrustes analysis exhibits oscillation (Section 3.2); (iii) proposing an efficient proximal block relaxation algorithm to solve (OTSM) locally with a convergence guarantee (Section 3.3); For the certificate, it is only required to test positive semidefiniteness of a symmetric matrix constructed from a local solution and data. Therefore it is simple to verify global optimality. The convergence theory proves that the whole sequence
} of iterates converges with at least a sublinear rate. In contrast to conventional theory for non-convex problems, this result is stronger than convergence of the objective
To our knowledge, there has been no convergence theory of this stronger kind for the related problems. To our surprise, the standard algorithm may not converge. Some numerical results of the proposed algorithm combined with the certificate are presented in Section 4.
Example 1.1 (CCA of Port Wine Data). To illustrate our contributions, consider CCA of the subset of the data from sensory evaluation of port wines reported by Williams and Langron (1984) and analyzed by Hanafi and Kiers (2006) . The goal is to capture the agreement between m = 4 assessors (denoted by A 1 , . . . , A 4 ) in the assessment of the appearance of n = 8 port wines (denoted by w 1 , . . . , w 8 ). The data set is shown in Table 1 . Note the dimensions are disparate: 
where the Lagrange multiplier matrices Λ i are symmetric due to the symmetry of the corresponding constraints. A necessary condition for a point O = (O 1 , . . . , O m ) to be locally optimal for (OTSM) is the stationarity condition that the directional derivative of L with respect to
vanishes for any W . This is equivalent to
Using the constraint O T i O i = I r , we have
The second equality follows from the symmetry of the Lagrange multiplier. Substituting this quantity in equation (6), we obtain (8) is defined as a stationary point. The set of stationary points is denoted by Γ.
Semidefinite programming relaxation
By introducing an appropriate matrix variable and constraints, we can obtain an upper bound of the optimal value of (OTSM) expressed as a semidefinite programming (SDP) problem. Besides providing tight bounds, the SDP formulation paves the way toward certifying the global optimality
so that i<j tr(O
, the objective function of (OTSM), is equal to m 2 tr(SU ), wherẽ
We can express (OTSM) in terms of the matrix U by imposing appropriate constraints:
Proposition 2.1. Problem (OTSM) is equivalent to the optimization problem maximize (m/2) tr(SU ) subject to U 0, rank(U ) = r,
where the optimization variable is a symmetric D × D matrix U ; U ii denotes the ith diagonal block of U whose size is d i × d i , and A B denotes B − A 0.
The proof can be found in the Appendix.
By dropping the rank constraint from (11) we obtain a convex, SDP relaxation of (OTSM):
maximize (m/2) tr(SU ) subject to U 0,
This relaxation is tight if the solution U has rank r. The solution to (OTSM) is recovered by the decomposition (9). The dual of (P-SDP) is easily seen to be the following SDP
m. Strong duality between (P-SDP) and (D-SDP)
holds (e.g., Slater's condition is satisfied).
A rank-r solution to the SDP relaxation (P-SDP) yields a globally optimal solution to the original problem (OTSM). However, solving these convex programs is computationally challenging even with modern convex optimization solvers due to their lifted dimensions. To be specific, let t(N ) = N (N + 1)/2 be the triangle number. If an interior-point method is employed for (P-SDP), each Newton step amounts to solving a least squares problem with (Vandenberghe and Boyd, 1996, p.72) . Moreover, if the optimal SDP solution U has rank greater than r, the factor O in (9) is infeasible to the original problem (OTSM).
Thus our interest in the SDP relaxation lies rather in its theoretical properties. When does the candidate rank-r solution (9) to (P-SDP) constructed from a local solution (O 1 , . . . , O m ) to (OTSM) become actually the optimal solution? If this is the case, then the local solution globally solves (OTSM). We explore this path in the next section.
Certifying global optimality of a local solution
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions for (P-SDP) and (D-SDP) are
where
is optimal for (D-SDP) (Vandenberghe and Boyd, 1996) .
is a local solution to (OTSM) that belongs to Γ. Recalling equation (7), let the associated Lagrange multipliers beΛ i = j =iŌ T i S ijŌj . We can find the quantities that satisfy the KKT conditions above, as follows. The matrix
satisfies (KKT-a), (KKT-b), and (KKT-c). Now let τ i be the smallest eigenvalue of the symmetric
then,
whereS is the block matrix (10). This satisfies (KKT-e) and (KKT-f) forL
thus (KKT-g) is satisfied. In short, the choices (12), (13), and (14) satisfy all the KKT conditions
To satisfy this final KKT condition, observe thatL =M +Z −S =L(z 1 , . . . ,z m ) is equal to the block matrix −S whose ith diagonal block is replaced byŌ iΛiŌ
. If the linear matrix inequality (LMI, Boyd et al. (1994) )
has a feasible point (z 1 , . . . ,z m ), then this is a certificate that (Ō 1 , . . . ,Ō m ) is a global maximizer of (OTSM). While in general LMIs are solved by interior-point methods (Nesterov and Nemirovskii, 1994) , for LMI (15) it is unnecessary. Since
Thus it is sufficient to check the positive semidefiniteness at valuesz i = τ i /m. If it holds, we have found a feasible point. If not, the LMI is infeasible. We state this result as the following theorem.
whereS is as defined in (10).
It can be easily seen thatŌ ∈ O D,r and L Ō = 0 using the first-order optimality condition (6). Therefore it suffices to test ( for global optimality, with this example as an instance. On the contrary, it can be easily seen that any triple of (partially) orthogonal matrices (
Specifically, for d = 3 and r = 2, the triplē
is a global maximizer withŌ
On the other hand, it can be deduced from Ten Berge (1977, Theorem 2) and Ten Berge (1988, p. 489 ) that a necessary condition for global optimality is thatΛ i is symmetric and positive semidefinite, i.e., τ i ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , m. Thus we have the following result.
cannot be a global solution.
Condition (16) is independent of a particular solution method. Any algorithm that generates iterates satisfying the stationarity condition (8) in the limit suffices. In the next section, we develop such an algorithm.
3 Proximal block relaxation algorithm
The algorithm
Since the domain O d 1 ,r × · · · × O dm,r has a product structure, it is natural to consider a block update that successively updates each O i by partially solving (OTSM) with the other blocks O j ,
. At the update of the ith block in the k + 1st cycle, we propose to maximize 
which holds for any two matrices A and B of the same dimensions with the lth largest singular values σ l (A) and σ l (B), respectively; equality is attained when A and B share a simultaneous ordered SVD (see, e.g., Lange, 2013) . in the proximity of its previous value O k i , and α moderates the degree of attraction. Algorithm 1 is also an instance of the minorization-maximization algorithm (see, e.g., Lange, 2016) : at each update, the surrogate function
and is partially maximized. Each update monotonically improves the objective function f . Related minorization techniques for a class of matrix functions are studied by Kiers (1990 Kiers ( , 2002 . 
Oscillation of the standard algorithm
The proximal term in the surrogate (18) is essential in guaranteeing that the iterates of Algorithm 1 converge and establishing the rate of convergence. Without the proximal term (corresponding to α = +∞), Algorithm 1 reduces to the popular block ascent algorithm that has been studied both in the MAXDIFF (Ten Berge and Knol, 1984; Ten Berge, 1988) and the Procrustes contexts (Ten Berge, 1977; Goodall, 1991; Dryden and Mardia, 2016 
Convergence analysis
Algorithm 1 with α > 0 converges despite of the non-uniqueness of the map in Lines 5 and 6, thanks to the Kurdyka-Lojasiewicz property, which is to be defined shortly, of the problem: In preparation for the proof of the above result, we need a few definitions, which can be found 
where ·, · and · are the standard Euclidean inner product and norm, respectively. The set of Fréchet subgradients of ψ at x is called the Fréchet subdifferential, and denoted by∂f (x). If
x ∈ dom(ψ), then∂f (x) = ∅. The limiting Fréchet subdifferential, or simply subdifferential for short, is defined and denoted by
The set ∂ψ(x) is closed, convex, and possibly empty. If ψ(x) is convex, then ∂ψ(x) reduces to its convex subdifferential. If ψ(x) is differentiable, then ∂ψ(x) reduces to its ordinary differential.
Definition 3.2 (Kurdyka-Lojasiewicz property). A lower semicontinuous function ψ with dom(ψ) =
∅ is said to possess the Kurdyka-Lojasiewicz (KL) property at a pointx ∈ dom(∂ψ) if there exist η > 0, a neighborhood B ρ (x) {x : x −x < ρ}, c > 0, and θ ∈ [0, 1) such that for any
where dom(∂ψ) = {x : ∂ψ(x) = ∅} and dist[0, ∂ψ(x)] = min{ y : y ∈ ∂ψ(x)}. The quantity θ is called the Lojasiewicz exponent.
The tuple (η, ρ, c, θ) may depend onx.
Definition 3.3 (Closed map)
. A set-valued map M from a point in X to a subset of Y is said to be closed at x ∈ X if x k → x, x k ∈ X, and y k → y, y k ∈ M (x k ) imply y ∈ M (x). The set-valued map M is said to be closed on X if it is closed at each point of X.
In Algorithm 1 we maximize a continuous objective f (O) = f (O 1 , . . . , O m ) by defining the set-valued map M (Θ) recursively with blocks
If
for arbitrary but fixed X i yields
Since the composition of two closed maps with compact domains is closed (Luenberger and Ye, 2008 , Chapter 7), it follows that O ∈ M (Θ), and the map is everywhere closed.
In the sequel, it is convenient to consider problem (OTSM) as an unconstrained minimization problem of a lower semicontinuous function (Boothby, 1986) . Thus if we define
It follows that the condition 0 ∈ ∂ψ(O) is equivalent to the stationarity condition (8).
Now we are ready to prove the claimed result.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first show that the sequence of differences
F } is square summable. Since each O d i ,r is compact, ψ is bounded below. At the ith block update in the k + 1st cycle of Algorithm 1, there holds
Summing the above inequality from i = 1 to m, we obtain
for each k. This implies
We now show that all the limit points of the sequence 
Take limit superior on both sides of the above inequality. Since f is continuous, this yields
To see that the whole sequence converges, observe that {O k } is bounded and thus has a finite limit point O . From the representation of the subdifferential (21),
∈ S r is the Lagrange multiplier associated with O k+1 i
, the k +1st update of O i . An argument similar to Section 2.1 reveals that Λ k+1 satisfies
which implies
LetŜ be the strictly upper block triangular matrix obtained fromS in equation (10). It followŝ
for an explicit constant L whose value is given in the Appendix; · 2 denotes the spectral norm.
Now we can exploit the KL property of the problem. From the KL inequality (19), we have
In order to get rid of dependency on O , cover W by a finite number of balls Bρ (O j ) , O j ∈ W , j = 1, . . . , J, and take θ = max jθ (O j ), c = max jc (O j ), and
. For a sufficiently large K, every O k with k ≥ K falls within these balls and satisfies |ψ(O k ) −ψ| < 1. Without loss of generality assume K = 0. The KL inequality now entails
In combination with the concavity of the function a 1−θ on [0, ∞), inequalities (23) and (26) imply
Rearranging this inequality and summing over k yield
Thus, the sequence {O k } is Cauchy and hence converges to a unique limit O .
Remark 3.1. The above result can be shown using Theorems 1 and 2 in Xu and Yin (2017) by noting that Algorithm 1 falls into their general framework. Our proof is simpler and directly utilizes the problem structure.
Remark 3.2. The subsequence convergence result does not rely on the Kurdyka-Lojasiewicz property. It is distinct from the Global Convergence Theorem (Zangwill, 1969) , a traditional tool for proving such results. The non-uniqueness of the map (20) for each block prevents Zangwill's famous theorem from being employed (see Luenberger and Ye, 2008, Section 8.9 ).
The rate of convergence of Algorithm 1 is at least sublinear. This result follows directly from 
, ∀k, for some C > 0.
Numerical experiments
In this section we examine numerical behaviors of Algorithm 1 equipped with the certificates of global optimality and suboptimality discussed in Section 2. Algorithm 1 was implemented in the Julia programming language and run on a standard laptop computer (Macbook Pro). We set the proximity constant α = 1000 and terminated the algorithm if the mean change
was less than 10 −5 or a maximum iteration of 2000 was reached. Two initialization strategies were considered. The first is to take the first r columns of I d i . The second strategy is as follows. Take the eigenvectors corresponding to the r largest eigenvalues of the data matrixS in equation (10) to form a D × r orthogonal matrixṼ . SplitṼ into m blocks so thatṼ = [Ṽ (16), eigenvectors corresponding to the r smallest eigenvalues ofL are likely to be close to these null vectors; these eigenvectors coincide withṼ .
The Port Wine Data in Example 1.1 were analyzed with this setup. The smallest eigenvalue of L was numerically zero up to the ninth digit after the decimal point for both initialization strategies. The initial objective value due to the above choice of the initial point was 269.9 for the second strategy, which is quite close to the global optimum of 271.2; for the first strategy it was 55.13. Nevertheless both choices required 7 iterations to converge to the common global optimum (4). To verify the result, we computed the upper bound of (OTSM) by solving the SDP (P-SDP) using a commercial interior-point method solver MOSEK (MOSEK ApS, 2017) , obtaining the value of 271.2; the SDP solution was rank-2.
On the other hand, Example 2.1 (with d = 3 and r = 2) with the first initialization strategy could not make a progress, because the initial point was a stationary point. The second strategy required 1142 iterations to converge tō The objective value was 3 up to the sixth digit after the decimal point. The error Ō 1 +Ō 2 −Ō 3 ∞ was 2.404 × 10 −4 . Together with the smallest eigenvalue of L computed being −2.925 × 10 −4 , this relatively large error reflects the hardness of this example illustrated in Section 3.2; the initial objective value was 1.966. Interestingly, the MOSEK SDP solver failed to obtain a rank-2 solution, while the optimal objective value was 3 up to the eighth digit after the decimal point to confirm global optimality of the above local solution. This phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that interior-point SDP solvers tend to produce a highest-rank solution (Luo et al., 2010) . When the 9 × 3 factor of the SDP solution (9) was projected to the product of Stiefel manifolds, the resulting "solution" did not satisfy the stationarity condition (8).
Finally, we tested how often Algorithm 1 yields a global solution, using a Procrustes analysis model. We generated n sets of d dimensional landmarks from independent standard normal distributions, and randomly rotated them by m orthogonal matrices of size d × r. For this set of n × d matrices, we added normal error with variance σ 2 to obtain A i , i = 1, . . . , m. The data matrixS is constructed as in equation (10) with
We used values of m = 5, n = 100, and d ∈ {5, 10, 15, . . . , 100}. Rank r = 3 solutions were sought. For the noise levels we considered σ ∈ {0.1, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0}. The frequency of "success" (i.e., L in equation (16) is positive semidefinite) is tabulated in Table 2 . Not surprisingly, when the noise level is low Algorithm 1 almost always solves (OTSM) globally. Even if σ is as large as 10.0, the success rate was between 9 to 26%. We did not observe a "failure" (i.e., the certificate of suboptimality in Proposition 2.2) in any case; global optimality of uncertified solutions remains unanswered. Choice of the initial point was not critical for the success rate in this setup. However, the second strategy tended to converge in fewer iterations (Table 3) , and yielded larger objective values when it failed to certify as globally optimal (Figure 1) .
A Technical Proofs Proof of Proposition 2.1
It suffices to show the constraints Oi ∈ O d i ,r , i = 1, . . . , m, are equivalent to the constraints of problem (11). From equation (9), clearly the former implies the latter. To show the opposite, first note that U 0 and rank(U ) = r if and 
Proof of inequality (25)
We can set L = Ŝ 2 + √ m maxi=1,...,m (S + α −1 ID)i· 2, where (S + α −1 ID)i· denotes the ith di × D row block of
The desired result follows from equation (24):
where the first inequality holds because O k+1 i
∈ O d i ,r , and the second inequality is due to that Θx = x . Figure 1 : Difference of objective value of Algorithm 1 when it is terminated but the local solution is not certified to be globally optimal. "Identity" refers to the first initialization strategy, whereas "projection" refers to the second strategy. Two values (3553.45 and −6032.04 for σ = 10.0 and d = 5) are now shown due to the scale of the plot; the case of σ = 0.1 is not plotted either because in this case all local solutions were certified (see Table 2 ). Table 2 : Frequency of certified global optimality of the solution generated by Algorithm 1. For each d and σ, 100 datasets were generated according to the procedure described in Section 4. 
